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Release Updates

The following new features are

implemented in 4.48:

1. AdminTool updates

1. Added tree level for units

2. Incidents View

3. ePR selector Search and speed improvements

2. SCASFT CCN SC301 - Head Injury Template

3. General Improvements

4. Fixes

Contact your Customer representative for more information.

tel:441241185
tel:490212390


It is now possible to add vehicles to

ambulance stations. The icon is new and

the callsign is displayed next to the icon.

AdminTool update: Added tree level for
units

AdminTool update: Incidents View

As of now, it is possible to view incidents in AdminTool in the same way as to

CareEpisodes. 

AdminTool update: ePR Configurations -
Search and speed improvements

When working with a large amount(100+) of different ePR's, AdminTool "ePR

Configurations" could be slow to load. Therefore the listview of ePRs has been

redesigned. The loading speed has been improved dramatically. 

A new  "search" field is added.



SCASFT CCN SC301 - Head Injury
Template

The Head Injury Template is part a series of templates for

crews to complete when attending particular types of incidents. These templates will

guide crews through the relevant essential fields, with the stated aims being ease of

use for crews and an improvement in cycle time for those incidents. 

Ambulance Crew can enter the template and document the Presenting Condition

Category.

Chief Complaint: 

Head Injury - Closed” 

“Head Injury - Open” 

“Head Wound” 

“Maxillofacial”





Minor Changes and General
Improvements



Prevent an issue in SCAS AMPLE allergies Medication[11033]

In some rare cases, when a medication was selected and then changed, the first

selected medication was recorded. 

Preventive measures are taken to ensure pictures always are stored

in HandoverReports [10367]

In some rare abnormal workflows, images could be missing in the HandoverReport if

the ePR was handed over to a second PU, and images were deleted and re-taken on

the 2'nd PU and then sent back to the first PU. 

Improved logging of on PU when SSO fails[11205]

In the event of SSO failure, the logs on PU did not present information about the

error. Data was only visible on the server logs. Now SSO failures are listed in PU logs.

Graphic changes on truncated buttons of FG-M1[11220]

In some cases, the text was truncated in landscape mode. 

Fixes

Resolved an Issue where  guideline and input constraints were missing in CCN

SC202 Sudden Death Procedure[11206]

Resolved an issue that caused the start and stop telemetry processes to be

slow. The process is now more responsice[11008]

Resolved an issue that could cause the eprValidation to default back to v4.1 if a

version was added incorrect[11080]



Supported Platforms

Hardware Unit Operating System
Getac RX10H Windows 10 (1511)
Getac RX10H Extreme Windows 10 (1709, 1809)
Getac UX10 Windows 10 (1809)
Lenovo 20L3000 Windows 10 (1809)
Lenovo Thinkpad L490 Windows 10 (1909)
Panasonic CF-19 Windows 7
Panasonic FZ-G1 Windows 10 (1607, 1709,

1809)
Panasonic H2 Windows 7, Windows 8.0
Panasonic FZ-M1 Windows 10 (1709)

All versions of measuring unit M531 are supported with MobiMed 4.2. Measuring unit

300C is not supported.

The Clinical Workstation (CWS) platform should meet or beat the minimum hardware

specification and use a supported operating system.

Installation and deployment

For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below

addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information

This is a commercial release on the following markets:

• Norway

• Sweden

• United Kingdom

Upgrade to this release can be done from release 4.2 and onwards.

Please contact your customer representative for more information

Release Schedule
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